We are looking for an

**NLU Korean Language Consultant - Freelance 6 months contract**

Building up resources to be used for Speech Recognition Software. Developing grammars for Natural Language Understand. Translations of English data into your Native tongue.

**Responsibilities:**
- Update of the Korean NLU pipeline
- Porting new NLU features to Korean
- Accuracy improvements in the Korean system
- Responding to QA and customer issue reports
- Accuracy checking of Korean annotations
- Contribute to team effort to improvement of entire NLU system for the Korean language

**Qualifications:**
- Native speaker of Korean
- Basic Unix skills
- Good knowledge of English (written and oral)

Education: Bachelor or Master's degree in Linguistics, Computer Science or Computational Linguistics

**Are you interested?** Please upload your CV here [https://jobs.nuance.com/job/germany/nlu-korean-language-consultant-freelance-6-months-contract/843/4248954](https://jobs.nuance.com/job/germany/nlu-korean-language-consultant-freelance-6-months-contract/843/4248954) or send it to EMEAjobs@nuance.com (reference 30650).